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                  Robot Joint Gearbox 

                  	Material: Metal
	Speed Ratio: 9.2( Customized )
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                  Cycloidal Gearbox

                  	Material: Metal
	Outer Diameter:30、42、60、70、90、120
	Speed Ratio:10、30、50、80、100( Customized )
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                  Embedded Gear Motor 

                  	Material: Metal and Plastic
	Speed Ratio: 6.3( Customized )
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                  Planetary Gear Motor 

                  	Material: Metal and Plastic
	Outer diameter: 8mm-52mm
	Precision: ISO: GB/T grade 6-8
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                  Spur Gearbox

                  	Material: Metal and Plastic
	Precision: ISO: GB/T grade 6-8
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                  Plastic Gearbox 

                  	Material: Metal and Plastic
	Precision: ISO: GB/T grade 6-8
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                  Robot Joint,exoskeleton
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                    Intelligent  Equipment
                
                  	AI device , warehouse transport , intelligent park and so on , just notify me your detail parameter and protect level requirement , the whole solution will provide 
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                    Industrial Production
                
                  	Robot Join Arm , manipulator and so on . High torque with a long life time . Best solution way under a competitive price !
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                    Smart Home Appliance
                
                  	CCTV camera , Intelligent toilet , intelligent door , we appearance in everywhere and protect you safe and convenient.
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                    Drone
                
                  	As a stable vendor for DJI company more than 9 years that we know the whole quality control is how important . Long life time , best quality with after-sale service always available for each of our customer.
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                    Medical Field
                
                  	Based on the customer request , we can produce the gear motor under small diameter and length , high speed with high protect level 
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                    Robot Joint,exoskeleton
                
                  	How to reach a goal that under a small space to meet a high torque and lowest weight also with a small diameter? Find us and our core technology can support you . 
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                    ElectricTool
                  
                  	The gear motor use for the golf wheel , electric scissors , key cutting device and so on
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                    Intelligent                  Agriculture
                
                  	Water proof , rust proof , easily operation based on the farmer’s request and high efficiency assured the produce under a lowest cost
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              Advantage

              Why Choose Us
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              CUSTOM ON DEMAND

              Strictly design and produce by our customer's detail parameter requirement.
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              Advanced  equipment

              Equipment imported from Switzerland, Germany and Japan.
High-precision production and inspection
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              Quality Assurance

              At least two years guarantee , after-sale service and technical support always available .
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              Production base

              More than 13000 square meters. 11 assembly lines ,Stable and efficient, sufficient supply
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              Follow Us 

              	
                      Address：
                      Building A22, Yuehai Industrial Park, 780 Xie Cao Road, Xiegang Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province, China

                  
	
                      Phone：
                      
                      +86 19902482998                      
                  
	
                      E-mail：
                      
                       alvin.zheng@siggear.com                      
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